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Two ambitious new Nashville stage productions 
opened last weekend. Each aims for artistic highs and 
generally hits the mark; each deserves a theatergoer's 
gratitude — and patronage. 

First, we thank Blackbird Theater for daring to 
reacquaint Nashville theatergoers with George Bernard 
Shaw, one of the world's literary geniuses. Shaw's Man 
and Superman is an unquestioned masterwork, but it 
demands much from a troupe: a nightly commitment 
to bracing verbal calisthenics; a coherent intellectual 
vision to present the playwright's challenging ideas; 
and actors who can convey all of the above with vigor, 
style and verve. 

Towards that end, Beki Baker's stalwart direction 
mobilizes a charming and well-prepped cast, featuring 
guest Equity actor Samuel Whited, a sturdy mix of 
better- and lesser-known pro-level locals, plus 
ancillary players drawn from the Lipscomb University 
theater program. They make for a dynamic ensemble in 
telling this quick-witted tale of mores in conflict in 



1905 British society. Working on a broad philosophical 
canvas, Shaw pits staid propriety versus active 
morality, progress versus status quo, idealism versus 
practicality, artistic freedom versus responsibility — 
and in the play's remarkably offbeat Act III, heaven 
versus hell. 

As anarchist Jack Tanner, Shaw's man-who-would-be-
Superman, Wes Driver bears the heaviest load, 
portraying a passionate individual insistent on freedom 
and personal courage yet pressured by social 
convention. His dilemma is triggered by the attractive 
and clever Ann Whitefield (Evelyn O'Neal Brush), 
Tanner's ward upon the death of her father — and a 
candidate for the wedded bliss he violently opposes on 
principle. Tanner shares the guardianship with 
Roebuck Ramsden (Whited), a friend of the deceased 
and a man much opposed to Tanner's pamphleteering. 

Brush yet again affirms her status as one of the city's 
most nimble actors, skillfully parrying the gangly 
Driver's verbal thrusts with composed, alluring and 
carefully articulate guile. Tanner dubs Ann "the devil" 
early on; Shaw's deft plotting provides the framework 
for an invigorating philosophical duel, as the 
committed revolutionary defies the social capitulation 
that yielding to her would represent. In Shavian 
fashion, that is accomplished with ample humor 
without derailing more serious consideration.  

An entertaining subplot involving young lovers Violet 
and Hector offsets the volatility of the Jack/Ann 
alliance, offering a less contentious perspective on love 
and marriage. Yet Blackbird boldly restores the 



virtuoso Act III "Don Juan in Hell" sequence, sometimes 
deleted from other productions — and understandably 
so, given its length and status as virtually a play unto 
itself. Baker & Co. have trimmed this segment 
carefully, so that we gain the essence of Shaw's 
dexterous sparring between man and Satan without 
overlong absence from the central tale. 

There are marvelous contributions from supporting 
players making Blackbird debuts — Kris Wente, Brad 
Brown, Cassie Hamilton, Bonnie Keen — plus equally 
confident work by Kay Ayers, Jeremy Maxwell, Will 
Miranne and Ronnie Meek. Andy Bleiler's set design is a 
charmer, moving the tableaux from Ramsden's London 
study to the English countryside, through hell and 
finally to Spain. The sumptuous period costumes 
pulled together by coordinator Hannah Schmidt are an 
eyeful of subtle color.  

But above all this production's artful achievements, 
Shaw's ironic and pointed vocabulary stands tall. 
Through Tanner, he proclaims marriage as apostasy, 
acceptance of defeat — for the single man, the 
difference between steering one's life and drifting 
through it. Even so, his would-be übermensch, clearly 
a literary first cousin to Henry Higgins, ultimately 
concedes to the norm. He doesn't go down without a 
fight, though — and therein lies the worthy drama. 

	  


